
Gateway to North America:
The People, Places and Organizations of 19th Century New York

During the “Long 19th Century,” New York City was the focal 
point in North America for industry, trade, commerce and 
immigration, making this city a microcosm of the many cultural, 
political, social, commercial and infrastructure-related changes in 
the growing United States. Gateway to North America chronicles 
the people, businesses, churches, governments and organizations 
of New York City from the late 18th through the early 20th centuries 
with a unique collection of historical directories, member lists and 
other name-rich sources from the New-York Historical Society. 
Over 800,000 pages of content from over 1,500 print and 
manuscript directories, travel guides, yearbooks, government 
documents and other sources are available for viewing, tracking 
individuals and organizations over time and place. Illustrations, 
maps, photographs and commercial advertisements provide a well-
rounded visual experience of how the growth of this city reflected 
the changing face of a young United States. It is an invaluable 
resource for scholars, students, researchers and educators alike.

Content Highlights Include:
• Town histories, vital records and burial lists
• Residential, trade and occupational directories
•  Membership lists for professional groups, philanthropic and   

governmental institutions, ethnic organizations, religious groups  
and leisure clubs

•  Names and physical descriptions of American Civil War  
deserters and incarcerated

• Illustrated advertisements
• Commercial listings by trade 
• Maps and travel schedules
• Postal and tax rates

Your Library Can Own a Piece of History
EBSCO enables librarians to acquire this valuable collection 
with a single payment and a small maintenance fee.

www. ebscohost.com/archives
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Content is presented through 
a state-of-the-art viewer — see 
reverse side for details

New Enhancements – Fall 2015:
• Enhanced discoverability – Publication-level results with item-level

table of contents are accessible from the viewer
• Enhanced title search –  Results contain only unique publications

related to the keywords
• New indexing and facets –  Newly added facets and indexing,

created by subject matter experts at New-York Historical Society, 
are available to refine searches

• Updated MARC records – MARC records include updated
additional subjects and access points



The viewer includes a wide range of 
features and functionalities designed to 
best meet the needs of users:

•   Search within documents

•   Multiple navigation options (through the table of 
contents, turning pages feature or via EBSCO’s 
exclusive Page Map feature)

•    Ability to limit results by major information sources 
and document types to quickly hone in on the most 
desired content source

•    Unique Hover feature allows users to hover over the 
Result List to view citation excerpts

•    Searched keywords are highlighted in text

•    Differentiates between direct OCR and  
“fuzzy” matches 

•    Easy zoom-in for detailed close-up views of docu-
ments, and the ability to rotate page images 

•    View one or two pages simultaneously

•    Unique Page Note feature allows users to take notes 
related to a particular page in the text, save it for 
future reference and email it to others

•    Cross-search databases on EBSCOhost for  
related articles and texts

Keywords searched 
are highlighted in 
text and distinguish 
between direct 
matches and  
“fuzzy” matches

Replicates the experience of browsing and reading original archival material, while simultaneously 
allowing for keyword searching, manipulation of page views, note-taking and various download options
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